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Tang Huan immediately took out a few immortal pills from his body and said, “This is unique to the
Heavenly Realm, it’s called the Determining Pill, if you take this, you can be fearless of the boundary
gravity of the Upper Four Continents, I also took this before.I used to think that this would be useful
someday, so I took some more in the Heaven Realm, but I didn’t expect that it would really come in
handy today.”

“Haha, great, let’s go, we’ll leave tomorrow then.”

“But your training shop?Will those instructors tear you down if you’re not there?Although they don’t
dare to kill you, it’s not impossible if they demolish your shop.”

Omi nodded, if those forced instructors of the Air Tearing Department really demolished his training
class, indeed his hard work would be lost.

Tang Huan said, “How about you think of a way?Pull a few people mentors into the fold?”

Omi suddenly said, “Huh, that’s a good idea, I’ve actually thought about it, well then, I’ll go back to the
Air Tear Department and see if there are any instructors who are willing to join.”

Tang Huan said, “You just find those instructors who have poor business and let them come to your
training course as a consultant or something, then give them a cut.As long as it’s more profitable than
what they’re opening on their own, they’ll definitely be willing to work with you.”

“Good.”

The next day, Omi returned to the Air Tearing Department, and Tang Huan followed Omi as they
decided to leave the Academy of Immortality and return to Upper Fellows Yan Continent after dealing
with this matter.

“Fatty,”
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“Fatty, go do me a favor and tally up the statistics of which instructors in our Empty Tearing
Department have opened training courses that make very little money.”

Fatty said, “There’s no need for statistics, I already know it like the back of my hand, in our Air Tear
Department, all the instructors have opened training courses, or have cooperated with others to open
training courses.Among them, most of the ones who collaborated to open training courses made a lot
of money, and some of the instructors who opened them individually made very little money because
they weren’t good at this.Among them, there are the above five tutors who earn no more than ten
thousand immortal coins per ten thousand years.”

“Who are they respectively?”

“Mentor Hei Luo, Mentor Wu Gang, Mentor Tai Hua, Mentor Gao Wan, and Mentor Immortal King
Prisoner.”



Omi smiled, “Very well, immediately take me to pay my respects to these five Mentors.”

“Good.”

Omi immediately went to the residence of these five mentors.

The first to arrive was Mentor Hei Luo’s residence.

“Hello, Mentor Hei Luo, I’m Omi.”

“Omi?Is that the one I heard about the other day, the newly emerged Tang who’s guiding the Don?”

“Exactly, but I’m not a newcomer, I’m the first one to do this.”

“Oh, admire that.I don’t know what Little Brother Tang is looking for me for.”

Omi cut to the chase, “Mentor Hei Luo, I heard that you also started a training course.”

“Yes, unfortunately, I’m not capable enough to compare to other instructors, and I can’t earn a few
thousand Xian coins every ten thousand years, but I’m already satisfied, at least it’s much, much higher
than my remuneration as an instructor.The remuneration for being a mentor is only a hundred Xian
coins per ten thousand years.”

Omi smiled, “Mentor Hei Luo, I don’t know if you’re willing to join my Tang mentoring, I’ll give you
30,000 Xian coins every 10,000 years as a reward.”

“Ah, is that such a good thing?”

“Sure.”

“Oh, Omi, you don’t want me to go to your guidance class and help guide you, you’re thinking too
much, how could I help you do such a thing, I run my own guidance class, I’ve always hired some
powerful students to help me guide.”

“Mentor Heero really misunderstood, I invited you to join me, and I’m only going to my mentoring
class to be my security advisor, I don’t need you to mentor anyone personally, just, if need be, I need
your help with some minor security matters.”

“Okay, I’ll do that.”
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“Haha, Old Brother Tang is really polite.”

Just like that, Omi brought the Hei Luo Mentor, Wu Gang Mentor, Tai Hua Mentor, Gao Wan Mentor,
and Immortal King Prisoner Mentor into the fold, and every ten thousand years, Omi only needed to
pay them thirty thousand immortal coins.

Of course, these five mentors, also immediately went to the location of Tang’s guidance, opened up a
cave nearby, and set up their home here, leaving the safety to them in the future.



Omi smiled, “In that case, if the other mentors come looking for trouble afterwards, Omi won’t be
afraid of them tearing down Omi’s training shop.

After these things, Omi was ready to leave the Immortal Academy.

Omi and Tang Huan arrived at the entrance of the Academy of Immortality.

“Stop, if you have not met the closing conditions, please do not leave the Immortal Academy without
permission.”A few Dao Immortal powerhouses at the main entrance stopped the way.

Omi smiled and said, “A few seniors, I have an urgent matter at home, could I have an
accommodation.”

“Don’t even think about it.”

Omi said, “There’s nothing impossible in the world, a few of you are here on duty, I’m sure it’s for the
immortal coins distributed by the Immortal Academy, can I give each of you fifty thousand immortal
coins to let us in and out once?

“What?Fifty thousand Xian coins.”

“Yes.”

“That much?”

“Of course.”

“But you, why do you have so many fairy coins?”

“Don’t ask about that, just ask if you’re willing.Don’t worry, if you don’t tell me about such things, no
one will usually know.”

“This.”

Tang Huan said, “A few seniors, the Immortal Academy has more than one gate oh, if you don’t agree,
I’ll have to go to another gate.”

“Don’t don’t.”One of the Dao Immortals was busy stopping it.

Omi didn’t know there were other gates.

“Alright, let’s discuss it.”

Those Dao Immortals immediately discussed it, then several of them showed greed and agreed.

“Thank you.”Omi gave them fifty thousand immortal coins each and then left the Immortal Academy.

Fifty thousand immortal coins for one person was nothing to Omi, a billionaire.

Tang Huan smiled, “Husband, now you know that your wealth, relative to the Earth Immortal Realm, is
an earthly tycoon, and unless the Earth Immortal Realm is a big power, ordinary people simply can’t
compare to you.Those Dao Immortals who were just there would risk letting us out for fifty thousand
immortal coins.”



“Haha, whereas fifty thousand immortal coins is a drop in the ocean to me.”Omi laughed out loud.

“Husband, such words can’t be said after leaving the Immortal Academy, otherwise, you’ll surely die
horizontally, the Immortal Academy is a safe place, no one would dare to do something murderous,
but outside this place, it’s hard to say.”

“Well, I know, let’s go, let’s go to the Hua Mingfu first.”

“What is the Hua Ming Fu?”

“He’s a place I knew before I entered the Academy of Immortality, I met a brother named Qing Shi,
Qing Shi’s grandfather brought me to the Northern Club, otherwise how would I have the chance to go
to the Academy of Immortality, now Grandpa Qing Tian is still doing business in Hua Mingfu, since I
came out, I naturally went to see him first, and it’s not far.”

“Well, good, what business is Grandpa Qingtian doing in Hua Mingfu, you said?”

“Haha, the same career as those Daoist Immortals from Immortal Academy just now.”

“Ah, door guards, speechless, door guards are just door guards, what’s the point of doing a career.”

“That’s not what I said, it was Grandpa Qingtian himself who said that.”
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